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Abstract
Given the unstable state of the environment there is an undeniable need for the development of
sustainable technologies. This need affects all areas of everyday life, even the shower. Modern
shower systems result in energy waste in the form of heat, which can be minimized through the
implementation of a heat exchanger.
In cooperation with Consat SES this project developed a system to implement a heat exchanger
using an in-shower water transportation pipe. A fitting non-electrical pump and motor were also
chosen.
To develop these elements a general design methodology of defining the problem, identifying the
solution space, developing concepts, testing concepts and proposing a design, was used with
adaptations for the component at hand. By following this strategy for each component and then
reviewing the system as a whole, a new shower system was developed with a trapezoidal water
transport pipe, a wing pump, and a turgo turbine.
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Introduction
Sustainable Development
One of the largest sustainability problems in households today is the amount of energy used to heat
buildings and cold water. While great progress has been made throughout the years in other
household areas, the average amount of energy used for building heat and cold water has remained
relatively stable, only seeing improvement as a by-product of improved insolation and heat
regulation, as can be seen in Figure 1. This is a problem, not only due to the lack of improvement,
but due to the fact that an overwhelming majority of this energy is generated only to be pumped
directly out of the system as warm air or water (McNabola & Shields, 2012).

Problem Background
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Figure 1: Average energy use for heating and cold water in multiple
dwelling buildings (Energimyndigheten, 2014)

There are several heat exchangers for showers on
the market today, with varying designs. However,
low efficiency grades and installation difficulties
have limited their implementation. Typically these
heat exchangers are only able to reach efficiencies
in the 4-15 % range (Wong, Mui & Guan, 2009),
and must be built into the main water line of a
building. This means that unless a piping project
or major bathroom renovation is already taking
place their installation is not profitable (McNabola
& Shields, 2012).

Within a household one of the foremost
causes of this kind of energy waste occurs
in the bathroom, where shower water
accounts for 40% of all warm spill water
(Figure 2). The energy that is lost in the
water here is often times very clean
compared to other sources like the
kitchen sink, making it an ideal place to
start when implementing a product for
increased sustainability. In recent years
this has led to the development and use
of heat exchanging units in showers that
use outgoing dirty warm water to heat
incoming clean cold water. This minimizes
the amount of energy waste and results in
lower operating costs and production
emissions (Nykvist, 2012).
Hot water distribution in
multiple dwelling buildings
Wash Basin
16%

Other 2%
Bath and
Shower
40%

Kitchen
Sink 40%

In order for a heat exchanger to be profitable the
Figure 2: Hot water distribution in multiple dwelling buildings
efficiency would have to be much higher, and to
(Nykvist, 2012)
date only one company has managed to
accomplish this. Hei-Tech, a company based out
of the Netherlands has engineered a heat exchanger called the Recoh-vert that defies industry
norms by boasting a 60% efficiency rate (Hei-Tech, 2016). The main problem with this product is its
installation, as connection to the main pipe line is required, which typically means the necessity of a
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large scale installation project to tear down bathroom walls. That is why through a partnership
between Hei-Tech and Consat SES the goal for this project is to make the Recoh-vert more
accessible, by developing a system that allows it to be used without any such building projects.

Consat SES
Consat Sustainable Energy Systems (SES) is a division of the privately owned engineering consultancy
firm Consat AB. Consat works towards creating innovative technical solutions to strengthen their
clients’ competitiveness on the market as well as their profit. The sustainable energy systems sector
at Consat focuses on energy optimization with a holistic approach. Their earlier projects have
involved work in the automotive, industrial and property industries. While they have previously
worked to minimize unnecessary energy losses in building heat, moving towards minimizing the
energy losses in cold water warming is a new field. However, given their background they see
making this step a logical progression to expand their work and maintain their competitive edge.

Assignment Background
The entire basis of this project is to
implement Hei-Tech’s heat exchanger, in its
current state, into a typical shower without
the need of any large scale bathroom
renovations. Hei-Tech’s heat exchanger is a
long cylindrical device that comes in three
lengths; 2100 mm, 1680 mm, and 1270 mm.
To install the device it must be connected to
the cold water line and the shower drain.
Connection to the cold water line can easily
be accomplished via piping as the water is
pressurized, and the pipe size is
standardized. Connection from the shower
drain is more difficult, as that water is at
atmospheric pressure and must be pumped
up by the heat exchanger. This connection
must also be adjustable to the majority of all
shower drains, as there is no standard for
drain size and shower drain replacement is
an intensive building project. The proposed
design solution is to connect the heat
exchanger at the cold water outlet and the
drain, and then conceal it behind a casing in
the shower. A sketch of how this could look
can be seen in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Design proposal for shower system
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Risk Assessment
The proposed project involves embarking on
new territory for both Consat and Hei-Tech.
Pursuing this project involves a certain
degree of risk for both parties. Consat’s
previous work has given them an
understanding of the technical background
required for undertaking this project,
although they do not have a current place on
the market. Hei-tech lacks a holistic view of
the technical solution space in this project,
though they currently serve a market of heat
exchangers. While it may be risky business
for either company to work alone, their
partnership gives them access to both an
existing market with needs that are not being
Figure 4: Project opportunity matrix
addressed and existing solutions that are not
being applied. By placing these two aspects on an opportunity identification matrix described by
Ulrich and Eppinger (2012) (Figure 4) it can be seen that they lie on the second horizon. This means
that they are in the ideal place to create a cutting edge product. However, this also means that there
is a moderate amount of risk associated with the development.

Mission Statement
One of the best ways to minimize development risks is to ensure that all parties have the same
understanding of the product and the same development goals. Mission statements are documents
that do just that. By concretely defining what the product is meant to do, who the intended
audience is, and what constraints exist in development, an agreement can be reached that facilitates
the desires of everyone involved (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012). A mission statement for this project can
be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Project mission statement

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
BENEFIT PROPOSITION
KEY BUSINESS GOALS
PRIMARY MARKET
SECONDARY MARKET
ASSUMPTIONS AND
CONSTRAINTS

STAKEHOLDERS

MISSION STATEMENT: HEAT RECYCLING SHOWER SYSTEM
Heat exchanging shower system
Lower energy use
Environmentally friendly
Lower shower associated costs
Property owners
Shower users
Includes one of Hei-Tech’s Recoh-vert heat exchangers
Requires no large bathroom renovations
Adjustable to the majority of built in shower systems
Can be assembled by hand
Does not require any electricity
Property owners
Plumbing professionals
Shower users
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Having defined the project outline in the mission statement, the system development remains.
Given the assumptions and constrains, the key elements required in the system can be defined. The
dimensions of the Recoh-vert heat exchanger mean that a pump is required in the system, as well as
a motor to drive it. Both of these features must be non-electrical as they will be surrounded by
water. When the water is expelled from the shower it must be collected and transported back to the
pump. This means that a specially designed drain insert with a grate must be developed, as well as a
water transportation pipe between the insert and the pump. In total the following system
components will need to be developed in order to create a functional system around the Recoh-vert:




Water transportation pipe
Pump
MotorShower drain (handled in separate project)

While the agreed upon mission statement applies to the entirety of the project, Consat is the
company furthering this work. With the help of this thesis they aim to further develop this project.
To better understand the scope of the work that follows in this thesis the project can be viewed in
terms of a typical product development process (Figure 5). Thus far Consat has been responsible for
the concept development and a general system proposal. This thesis aims to evaluate the system
design of the components above, ensure the detail design of those components and begin concept
testing. From that point it then becomes Consat’s responsibility to further the concept testing, reevaluate the detail design and begin production planning if they choose to do so.

Figure 5: Project breakdown using Ulrich & Eppinger's generic product development process

Project Management
The proposed product is a system built off of five different components including the heat
exchanger. Ideally all the individual components and problems would be worked on simultaneously
to maintain a holistic approach to the project. However, as there are so many separate components
they will be treated individually with respect to their direct connection parts in the system (e.g.
when examining the water transport system elements from the drain insert, the pump will be taken
into account). As certain components rely on others for their specification development, large
portions of this work has been done parallel, as can be seen in the work schedule below (Figure 6)
created to manage the component development.
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Figure 6: GANTT schedule for project

Design methodology
To ensure the solid development of a product, it is important that there is a clear methodology that
can be followed. In this project a variation of Cross’ generic design methodology was chosen, where
the development process is divided into areas of problem definition, identification of solution space,
concept development, concept testing, and design suggestion (Cross, 2008). This was done so that
the development of each component could be accurately monitored in terms of completion, while
the design processes were customised to the individual problems at hand. A table describing this
methodology and the related development processes can be seen below (Table 2).

Table 2: Design methodology

WATER TRANSPORT PIPE

PUMP

MOTOR

PROBLEM
DEFINITION




Problem identification
Problem breakdown



Problem
identification



Problem identification

IDENTIFICATION OF
SOLUTION SPACE








System analysis
Requirement
specification





System analysis
Turbine type identification
Requirement specification

CONCEPT
DEVELOPMENT




Boundary identification
Mood creation
Requirement
specification
Idea generation
Idea evaluation



Pump type
identification
Pump type evaluation
Pump type choice
Head calculation
Specialist contact






Turbine type evaluation
Turbine choice
Injector development
Turbine development




RPM study
Effect analysis




CAD-drawings
Model building

CONCEPT TESTING



Customer evaluation

DESIGN
SUGGESTION





Prototype building
Rendered sketches
CAD drawings








Pump purchase
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System Overview
System Flow
In a standard shower system, hot and cold water are pumped up from a communal source to the
shower’s control valves (A). At this point the water is pressurized, so that when the shower valves
are turned, the water flows freely to the shower head (B). From there the water falls down to the
drain grate and out of the shower via the drain and connected pipes to the sewage system (C). This
can be seen in Figure 7.
This is not the case in Consat’s shower system. In this system the flow from the incoming pressurized
cold water is used to drive a motor (a), which in turn drives a pump (b). When the shower valves are
turned, the water from both the hot and cold valves are blended and allowed to flow out through
the shower head (c). The water then pours down to the shower grate and drain insert (d), where it is
redirected to a water transport pipe in the shower. The water transport pipe sucks the water from
the drain insert, to the system casing with help of the previously named pump (e). From there, the
water is pumped to the top of Hei-Techs Recoh-vert heat exchanger (f), at which point it is allowed
to descend without noteworthy resistance down to the bottom of the casing. While inside the heat
exchanger, the water is warm and is therefore used to heat the incoming cold water through indirect
contact. Once the water has reached the bottom of the heat exchanger, it flows back through the
drain, by means of another water transport pipe in the shower (g). After returning to the drain, the
water is expelled into the sewage system (h). See Figure 8.

Figure 7: Typical Shower System

Figure 8: Consat’s Proposed Shower System
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Component Analysis
In order to develop the system’s elements their basic functions must be understood. One method
for understanding component functionality in a system is to perform a black box analysis, where
functions are determined based on inputs and outputs for given components, and the interactions
between these components are then analysed (Otto & Wood, 2001). A black box analysis for
Consat’s shower system can be seen below (Figure 9). The goal of this particular functional analysis
was to ensure that the basic component functions were identified at the same time as the
interactions between these functions, so that they could be focused on in further development.

Figure 9: Black box analysis for the proposed system
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Water Transportation Pipe
Problem Definition
Problem Identification
The purpose of the water transportation pipe is to transport warm grey water (used shower water)
from the shower drain to the pump, and cooled grey water from the heat exchanger to the drain.
The proposed design places this pipe on the shower floor, between the drain and the main casing, as
this is the most direct means of transport. However, this placement has the potential to deter
product use, as it could impede access to adequate standing space for users when showering.
Therefore, an alternative design must be developed that maintains the functionality of a direct pipe
from the drain to the casing, while accounting for user comfort in product installation and use.

Problem Breakdown
Product functionality and user comfort are loosely defined problems. In the scope of this project
‘functionality’ is the overarching ability to complete a given task, and ‘comfort’ is the absence of
pronounced user discomfort. In order to ensure that they are solved in an adequate manner they
must be broken down into smaller, more tangible sub-problems. One design method for breaking
down these problems is called an objectives tree. In this method large problems are divided into
smaller, manageable chunks using a table of hierarchy. The bottom level of this hierarchy then
provides a focus ground for all development to follow (Curedale, 2013).
Table 3shows that in order for the water transportation pipe to be both functional and comfortable
focus must be put into adjustability, attachment mechanisms, standards, supports, position, and
form.
Table 3: Objectives tree for water transport pipe

Transport water
from drain to pump

Functionality

Fit system

Comfort

Fulfill industry
requirements

Work while in use

Adjustability

Bygga Badrum Rätt

Internal supports

Hose attatchment

Säkra Våtrum

Floor attatchment

Hose specification

Non-obtrusive
design

Hose position

Hose protection

Profile

Shape
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Identification of Solution Space
Boundary Identification
The development of the water transportation pipe is limited by certain constraints. These
constraints come from user interaction with the system, and regulations developed by guiding
organisations within the plumbing industry. For this system to be marketable, the water transport
pipe must be placed so that it is as unobtrusive as possible and is compliant with the Swedish guiding
regulations Bygga Badrum Rätt (2014) and Säkra Våtrum (2016).
Placement Study
In order to determine the area for general pipe placement, a user study was conducted. In this study
a full-scale mock shower was built (Figure 10). A group of ten participants were then asked to use
the model to enact their usual shower movements as best they could, while fully clothed. The group
of test subjects used were young, able-bodied adults, as this was the most easily accessible
demographic. The participants were instructed to pretend to turn on the ‘shower’, wash their bodies
with ‘soap’, wash their hair with ‘shampoo’, and then turn off the ‘shower’. During this time the
participant’s feet were filmed, so that their position could be documented for later analysis. In this
later analysis a snapshot of the feet positions was taken for every two seconds of video, and
graphed. These graphed images were then overlaid with one another at a low opacity so that a
visual representation of the most frequent feet placements for each participant could be identified
by areas of high colour saturation (Figure 11). These participant feet graphs were then overlaid with
each other so that the most commonly used shower areas could be identified for the test group as a
whole (Figure 12).

Figure 10: Experiment set
up for user trial

Figure 11: Overlay of one participant

Figure 12: Overlay of all participants

As can be seen in Figure 12, the results of the placement study were that the most common area to
stand in the shower amongst the test group, was from the center of the shower drain to just before
the shower wall. As this area completely covers the drain, the pipe will hinder shower use regardless
of its placement, so a solution must be designed to minimize this issue.
Industry Requirements
The guiding regulations for bathroom plumbing in Sweden are Bygga Badrum Rätt (2014) and Säkra
Våtrum (2016), created in collaboration with legal and industrial bodies (Boverket, Säkervatten,
Byggkeramikrådet, Måleribranschen and Svensk våtrumskontroll). The main point from these
documents as they pertain to this project is that the waterproofed floor lining in the bathroom must
never be broken, as this causes a risk for moisture damage. Should this lining be broken, a
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professional must be contacted to relay the lining over the entire bathroom; an expensive and time
consuming activity. Therefore, it is important that this lining remains intact throughout the pipe’s
installation and use.
On top of these regulations there are guidelines from building organisations for building norms
(Svensk Byggnorm) and pipe replacement protocol. These guidelines specify that the pipe must be
attached to a bearing element of the building structure, and be made of cast iron, steel, coper, PVC
(SMS 1776), PEL (SMS 1775), PEH (SMS 2014) or PEX (no standard). Pipes are also recommended to
be changed once every 50 years in conjunction with other pipe renovations (Boverket, 1980).

Design Tone
While there are hard scientifically based constraints that apply to this transport pipe, there are also
softer opinion based constraints that apply to it as well. This water transport pipe is something that
is intended to be present in people’s homes. If it is simply designed as a piece of PVC piping from the
drain to the system casing it will act as a focal point of the bathroom in a negative way, as it will
contrast so greatly with its surrounding areas. This could potentially reduce both sales and use, as it
abets to negative product associations such as cheapness and low functionality (Norman, 2004).
In order to minimize the potential for that contrast and those associations, a tone for the design can
be set using the mood board strategy, which aims to focus all designs to come around a certain
theme or themes (Österlin, 2010). The water transport pipe is intended to be functional, nonobtrusive and comfortable. This could be expanded upon by saying that it must also be clean, simple,
soft, muted, and homey. A visual mood board representation of those guiding characteristics can be
seen below (Figure 13Figure 13).

Figure 13: Mood board for water transport pipe
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Requirement Specification
At this point main design elements from the company, the potential consumers, and the regulating
bodies have been identified. In order to ensure that the requirements from all of these sources are
taken into account, they must be listed and categorised as design specifications. A common form of
listing these specifications is a demands and wishes chart described by Cross (2008), where
requirements are listed as either elements that must be fulfilled for a functional product (demands),
or elements that are ideally fulfilled (wishes). This technique can be seen in the design specification
in Table 4, in conjunction with another technique from Olsson (1978) where the specification is
broken into areas as they relate to the products’ lifecycle. These life cycle components are use,
production, distribution and elimination, and can be seen in the right hand side of the table below.
This is particularly useful for this project as a life cycle thinking and a holistic view is required for the
creation of a truly sustainable product (Walker et al, 2013; Mulder, 2006).
Table 4: Requirement specification for water transport pipe

DEMAND (D)
/WISH (W)
D
D

D
D

D
D
D
D
W

D

REQUIREMENT

SOURCE

Pipe is not subject to collapse with
pump use
Pipes internal construction is made of
cast iron, steel, coper, PVC, PEL, or
PEX
Pipe is attached to a bearing element
of the building structure
Pipe installation does not break
waterproof lining in bathroom

System

Pipe placement does not impede
shower use
Pipe can be assembled by hand
Pipe is adjustable in length by 200 mm
to fit 700-900 mm showers
Pipe remains in position during use
Pipe design is not perceived as
obtrusive or contrasting to an average
bathroom
Pipe can be changed in conjunction
with other pipe renovations

LIFECYCLE
AREA
Production

Svensk
Byggnorm

Production

Svensk
Byggnorm
Bygga Badrum
Rätt/ Säkra
Våtrum
Consat

Distribution
Distribution

Consat
Consat

Distribution &
Use
Use
Use

Consat
User

Use
Use

Svensk
Byggnorm

Elimination
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Concept Development
Idea generation I
As the requisite project information
has been identified and the associated
design specifications have been set,
idea generation can take place. In
order to begin the idea generation, a
quick fire brainstorming method called
speedstorming was used to generate
initial thoughts surrounding various
design elements from multiple inputs
(Wikberg Nilsson, Ericson & Törlind
2015). In groups of two, four
Figure 14: Speedstorming of length adjustability
participants were asked to brainstorm
methods for achieving a desired characteristic. The participants varied in age (16-45), educational
(high school to university) and professional background. After 3 minutes these groups were asked to
switch to another characteristic, until all the characteristics were covered. This rapid tempo, and
bombardment of stimulation was intended to allow for cross-concept thinking and heightened
creativity (Wikberg Nilsson, Ericson & Törlind 2015). The characteristics that were developed using
this method were adjustability, internal supports, pipe attachment within housing, floor attachment,
pipe-housing profile, and pipe-housing shape (bird’s eye connection between drain and casing). An
example of this can be seen in Figure 15 for length adjustability.

Idea evaluation I
In order to evaluate the results from the first idea generation session, and provide inspiration for
ideas to come in further idea generation sessions, a PICK chart was used with the same group of
participants as the first idea generation session. This design evaluation method aims to divide
concepts into categories of Possible (P) ideas, Implementable (I) ideas, Challenging (C) ideas, and Kill
(K) ideas, by charting them in regards to difficulty and pay off (Curedale, 2013).
At this initial stage in the development process
for the water transport pipe, individual PICK
charts were done for each of the previously
speedstormed characteristics. Only the ideas
that fell under the implement (I) category were
chosen for further development, as all others
were deemed to offer too little reward per
amount of development time needed, so early
on in development. These ‘implement’concepts were then named. An example of the
results of these PICK charts can be seen below
for adjustability (Figure 15) where concepts
‘spring’, ‘twist’, and ‘cut’ were taken for further
generation. The other PICK charts for casing,
floor attachment, internal supports, hose
attachment, and adjustability can be found in
the appendix (figures 6-10).

Figure 15: PICK chart for adjustability
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Table 5: Corresponding names and numbers for 'I' options

#

Name

6

Spring

5

Twist

3

Cut

Idea generation II
Following the PICK evaluation, successful design characteristics were combined using a
morphological chart, a technique described by Ulrich & Eppinger (2012). By combining the most
initially promising traits with one another the goal was to create the most potentially successful
design possible in a short amount of time. Using this strategy the concepts within the six
characteristics were listed in a table, and then combined so that the best fitting combinations were
listed. Ideally all the combinations would have been examined, however this would have resulted in
512 options due to the number of categories, which was considered to be unreasonable. Instead,
logical thinking was used in discussion amongst two young engineering students to develop the most
functional alternatives, giving only 32 different combinations. The combinations including the cut
method for adjustability can be seen in Table 6.
Table 6: Morphological chart for concepts using semi-circle profile
#

ADJUSTABILITY

BIRDS
EYE
SHAPE

FLOOR
ATTACHMENT

INTERNAL
SUPPORTS

HOSE
ATTACHMENT

PROFILE
SHAPE

1

Cut

Bar

Glue

Block

Half

Semi-circle

2

Cut

Bar

Glue

Block

Solid

Semi-circle

3
4

Cut
Cut

Suction
Glue

Rainbow
Block

Half
Solid

Mound
Mound

5

Cut

Glue

Block

Half

Trapezoid

6

Cut

Suction

Rainbow

Half

Trapezoid

7

Cut

Bar
Semibar
Semibar
Semibar
Full

Weight

Block

Solid

8

Cut

Full

Suction

Rainbow

Half

Round
rectangle
Round
rectangle

Idea evaluation II
After the idea generation with the morphological chart an evaluation session using the ‘VALUE’method took place as a secondary form of idea evaluation. This method is a discussion tool for
evaluating concepts, and was used in the same engineer discussion group. Within the VALUE method
the A: Advantages, L: Limitations, and UE: Unique Elements of the concepts are brought up as a
common ground to focus development debates around (Wikberg Nilsson, Ericson & Törlind, 2015).
This method is similar to the previously utilised PICK chart method, as it is a visualisation tool for
developer opinions. However, this method gives a more rounded picture of each concept, which is
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relevant in this stage in the design process. Using the VALUE method five of the thirty-two options
were chosen to move on in further development. One such option was number 4 in Table 6; Mound,
semi-bar, glue, block, solid. The VALUE evaluation for this option can be seen in Table 7. The other
options can be seen in Table 8.
Table 7: VALUE analysis for concept 4;
semi-circle, full, weight, block, solid, cut

V
A

•Very small, very smooth

L

•Small fall risk

UE

Table 8: Successful combinations from VALUE analysis

Option
A
B
C
D
E

Combination
Semi-circle, full, weight, block, solid
Trapezoid, bar, glue, block, solid
Trapezoid, bar, suction, rainbow, half
Trapezoid, arch, suction, rainbow, half
Mound, semi-bar, glue, block, solid

•Cheap

Figure 16: Sketches of options A-E
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Idea generation III
With the number of solutions lowered to a manageable
amount, 3-D modelling could be done in clay as a
creative development technique (Österlin, 2010). Here,
options A-E from the value analysis were modelled and
manipulated to get a sense of their physical attributes.
In doing so a knowledge was gained in the dimensional
suitability of each option for the shower. An image of
one of these models can be seen in Figure 17.
Figure 17: Clay model of trapezoidal bar option

Idea evaluation III
Using the roughly dimensioned concepts from the 3-D modelling, an open discussion of the
attributes of each concept was conducted in a small focus group of young engineering students.
Although other evaluation techniques used earlier in the water transport pipe’s development have
had similar discussion elements, those techniques were much more structured. This open discussion
forum was used as a less formal, opinion based technique, as the transport pipe is a highly subjective
system element (Cross, 2008) In the discussion, reflection was given to the tone developed earlier in
the mood board, and potential user comfort. Based principally on these two criteria, a variation of
the trapezoid-bar-suction-half concept was chosen for final exploration. The easy adjustability, small
size, and familiar shape were all highlights of this design.

Concept Testing
Model building
The first stage in testing the selected concept was to create a full-scale three-dimensional model
that accurately represented the design suggestion for the water transport pipe. In this model aspects
such as size and material were focused on to give a truer to life experience and product
understanding. Using the mood board again as inspiration, a grey colour and anti-slip material were
chosen to reflect functionality and comfort. The result of this model building can be seen in Figure
18:

Figure 18: Model of water transportation pipe
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In further development more time must be spent on finding an eco-friendly production material,
although this should not be difficult as there is an extensive range of environmentally friendly plastic
and ceramic compositions on the market that would be suitable for this purpose.

Customer evaluation interview
Having created a model of the water transport pipe, the concept could be tested in terms of user
acceptance. To do so three in-depth interviews took places where participants were allowed to
examine the model inside and outside of a mock shower set-up. The interviewees included a young
design engineering student, a young mechanical engineer, and a middle aged high school teacher.
Participants were asked to narrate their thoughts in how they would use the product, how they felt
about having the product in the shower, and how they related to its physical form, amongst other
things. Using this open-ended interview technique in combination with a variation of a user-trip, an
idea was formed on the potential use of the final product (Cross, 2008). A selection of the feed-back
received can be seen in the image below (Figure 19):

Figure 19: Customer feedback from interviews
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Pump
Problem Definition
Problem Identification
The purpose of the pump is to transfer warm grey water from the water transport pipe to the heat
exchanger. To do so, the pump must suck the warm grey water up through the water transport pipe
and then transpose enough lift to allow the water to rise the length of the heat exchanger. Not all
pumps are designed for the same operating conditions. The challenge in ascertaining a pump for this
task is that the pump must be suitable for pumping the warm grey water in the shower; a warm, low
viscosity fluid, being pumping in a low cycle setting. The pump must also be able to function at the
same flow rate as the shower water is being supplied to hinder bathroom flooding, and have
nominal power requirements to minimize the work required by the hydraulic motor.

Identification of Solution Space
Requirement Specification
System Analysis
In order to choose an appropriate pump for any pumping task the system conditions that the pump
will be operated in must be analysed to generate a pump specification. The way to do this is to
review pump boundary conditions, flow requirements, fluid specifications, and the criticality of
service. The same applies to the new shower system. The boundary conditions state what can go
wrong in the pumping system and what the consequences could be. The flow requirements show
what the expected amount of fluid per unit time will be, and the fluid specifications say what type of
fluid will be pumped. Finally, the service criticality shows what the consequences would be if the
pump did not work as it should (Bachus & Custodio, 2003). The results of all of these are then placed
in the product specification under the pump section.
Boundary Conditions
As soon as the shower is turned off the control valves close and no new water is allowed to enter the
system. This means that the motor will stop spinning and the pump will stop pumping up warm grey
water to the heat exchanger. This system shutdown could potentially have several consequences
due to the water remaining inside. Firstly the warm water output portion of the drain could fill with
water, secondly the pump could begin to run backwards, and thirdly the pump could have a nonprimed start.
When the system is shut down no new water will fall down into the shower drain. This in turn means
that no new water will be pushed up from the drain to the pump, and the water in the pipe up to the
pump will fall due to its own weight. When this happens it will fall back into the shower drains warm
water output section where there is a risk of drain overflow. To avoid this overflow there are three
options. The warm water could be held in the pipe, the water could be held in the drain, or the
water could run out of the system entirely. The choice between these options is dependent on the
type of pump that is chosen, as it would mean the difference between wet and a dry start for the
pump.
Similarly to the water between the drain and the pump, the water between the pump and the top of
the heat exchanger will fall due to its own weight when the system is shut down. This means that
the water in this segment of the pipe will begin to press down on the pump. Depending on the type
of pump chosen this could result in the pump running backwards and the water inside the pipe
segment rushing out into the lower portion of the drain. A dry output to the pump could result in
pipe oxidization and an excess of water in the shower when not in use.
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In both of the scenarios described above there could be air surrounding the pump. This means that
the pump could have a dry or non-primed start, where air needs to be pushed out of the system
before fluid can be transported. Not all pumps are built with the capacity to transport air, and of
those which can, only a few can do so for extended periods of time. Air in the pump for pumps that
are not specially designed to tolerate it could result in a reduced pumping ability or even pump
break down (Wharen, 1997).
Flow Requirements
The nominal flow from the main line to a shower is expected to be 0.2 l/s (12 l/min) in Sweden,
(Boverket, 1980). However, this is only the nominal flow rate. Flow rates vary between buildings and
showers due to factors such as increased pipe friction in older buildings and the ability to choose
between high-flow and energy efficient shower heads.
As buildings age, so do the pipes inside them. Under this time calcification can occur and lead to
build up in the pipes, and even the shower head, which limits the amount of water that can pass
through them. Limescale occurs naturally overtime from the water in the piping system, due to the
presence of calcium, magnesium carbonates, and other particulates which cause hard deposits on
pipe and showerhead walls (Freeman, 1998). It is difficult to numerically equivocate the effect of
these deposits, however it should be noted that their occurrence can limit an already low flow rate.
In the years since environmental awareness became an everyday term, energy efficient or low-flow
shower heads have become more and more common. The way that low- flow shower heads work is
that they lower the amount of water that can be passed through the head. This way less water is
used and water costs are reduced at the same time as a lesser impact is placed on the environment.
Typical flow rates for these low flow shower heads start at 9 l/min, like the Delta Faucet 75152, or
the American Standard 1660.717.002 1.
To contrast the energy efficient shower heads on the market today, there are also high-flow shower
heads. They offer a higher flow rate than standard showers in an attempt to give a more pleasurable
showering experience. High flow showers often operate at a flow rate of 14 l/min like the Kohler K10282-CP, or the Moen S6320 Velocity 8’’ 1. By increasing the flow rate through the shower head the
amount of water used is also increased. That means that there are also increased water costs for
these types of showerheads, as well as a greater environmental burden for operating them. These
two last points directly oppose the goals of this project, so no consideration will be taken to shower
heads with flow rates this high.
Fluid Specifications
In certain pumping scenarios a great deal of time and energy must be placed in finding a pump that
can tolerate the fluid that must be transported due to its chemical composition and the presence of
particles (Bachus & Custodio, 2003). The liquid being pumped in this system is warm, slightly dirty
water, which is essentially non-hazardous. There is a possibility that hair and other small abrasive
particles could enter the pump if the grey water was allowed to enter directly into the pump. To
combat this several courses of action could be taken. A pump that could tolerate all debris could be
used, a pump that could tolerate some debris could be used in combination with a rough filter, or a
non-particle friendly pump could be used in combination with a fine filter.

1

Finestshowers.com
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Consequences
As previously discussed, the only fluid being transported by the pump is semi-used grey water from
the shower. This is a non-hazardous liquid, so the effects of it coming into human contact are
minimal. Should the pump stop pumping effectively, or even stop pumping completely due to a
mechanical failure the immediate human and environmental effects would be negligible. However,
the system would no longer be able to transport grey water up to the heat exchange, and would
therefore be useless. This would mean that the new shower system would go back to working like a
standard shower system, so long as there was an overflow protection in place.
Pump Requirements
After having analysed the system requirement a set of specifications were created using the method
as the water transport pipe. These can be seen in Table 9 below:
Table 9: Requirement specification for pump

DEMAND (D)
/ WISH (W)
D
D
D
W
W
W
W

W
W

REQUIREMENT

UNIT

SOURCE

Pump’s internal construction is made
of non-corrosive material
Pump tolerates low viscosity fluids
(1𝑥10−6 )
Pump tolerates non-primed start
Pump has pulse free flow
Pump has low operational noise level ;
< 50
Pump tolerates small particles (250)
Pump does not require specific
cleaning/ cleaning can be done
without opening system casing
Pump can be removed and replaced
without new system purchase
Pump lifetime of 10

Y/N

System

LIFECYCLE
AREA
Production

𝑚2
𝑠
Y/N
Y/N
dB

System

Use

System
Consat
User

Use
Use
Use

𝜇𝑚
Y/N

System
User

Use
Use

Y/N

Consat

Elimination

Years

Consat

Elimination

Concept Development
Pump Type Identification
The purpose of a pump in a system is to transfer a liquid. Depending the scenario this could be over
pressure zones, flat distances, or even (like in this case) elevation changes (Bachus & Custodio,
2003). While all pumps are able to move liquids they accomplish this task in different ways and
therefore are suitable for different pumping scenarios. Pumps are typically divided into two groups,
centrifugal pumps and positive displacement pumps, depending on their means of pumping
(Wahren, 1997).
Centrifugal pumps are the most common type of pump for industrial purposes, and they are typically
used to transport clean low viscosity fluids, like water. They work by creating a spinning motion in
their center. When a liquid is pushed into the center of this pump the water inside is radiated
outwards along ridges in the pump and quickly spun around to increase the amount of kinetic
energy it contains. After having been spun around several times the liquid travels out through a
channel on the outer edge of the spinning chamber, where it is forcefully expelled further with a
higher pressure than it originally contained. The center of this type of pump must always be
submerged in liquid, otherwise pump damage will occur (Bachus & Custodio, 2003; Wharen, 1997).
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Positive displacement pumps are the most common type of pump in general, as these pumps are
typically mechanically simpler than centrifugal pumps. The term positive displacement pump refers
to a wide variety of pumps that work on the principle of pushing a liquid with a mechanism that
changes the available space in a cavity causing the liquid to move. These types of pumps exist in
reciprocating and rotary varieties, where reciprocating pumps contain plungers that move up and
down, and rotary pumps spin to compress a cavity. These types of pumps are usually used in high
viscosity liquids and are often able to handle the presence of small particles in the pumping liquid
(Bachus & Custodio, 2003).

Pump Type Evaluation
As no new pump will be developed in this thesis an examination of existing pump types must be
conducted. Previously, two classifications of pumps were identified; centrifugal and positive
displacement. Within these categories there are many sub-categories, some of which can be seen in
Table 10. By comparing the two demands for material and low viscosity tolerance from the
requirement specification above to the general characteristics of these pump sub-types an idea for
the ideal system pump type can be achieved.
Table 10: Pump type break down (Bachus & Custodio, 2003)

Centrifugal Pumps

Positive Displacement Pumps

Impeller (Radial/Axial/Mixed) Flow Pump

Gear Pump

Vertical Turbine Pump

Screw Pump

Regenerative Turbine Pump

Vane Pump

High Speed Pump

Lobe Pump
Plunger Pump
Piston Pump
Diaphragm Pump

The material requirement for the pump will not limit the pump type choice, as there are a variety of
materials available for all pump types. However, not all pumps are suited for low viscosity pumping,
which is why the gear pump and the screw pump were removed from further consideration.
Furthermore, not all pumps tolerate a non-primed start, causing the removal of all centrifugal
pumps (Wharen, 1997).

Pump Type Choice
Using the remaining wish-requirements a design method called concept scoring was used to reduce
the pump search field. Concept scoring is a method that gives weighted scores to a series of
concepts or options based on how well they adhere to given criteria. This is done by assigning values
to a set of grading criteria and then assigning grades to a set of options. The goal of this method is to
analytically compare seemingly similar options in their situational context (Ulrich & Eppinger, 2012).
Using this method the three wishes (pulse free flow, low noise level, and small particle friendly) that
were directly related to the type of pump chosen were ranked in order of importance and then given
a weight as can be seen below (Table 11).
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Table 11: Wish ranking and weight distribution

Rank
1
2
3

Requirement

Weight

Pump has pulse free flow

0.5

Pump has low operational noise level

0.3

Pump tolerates small particles

0.2

Table 12: Concept scoring using weighted objectives

CRITERIA

WEIGHT
VANE
PUMP

PULSE FREE
FLOW
LOW NOISE
LEVEL
TOLERATES
SMALL
PARTICLES
SUM

LOBE
PUMP

PUMP TYPE
PLUNGER
PUMP

PISTON
PUMP

DIAPHRAGM
PUMP

Grade

Score

Grade

Score

Grade

Score

Grade

Score

Grade

Score

0.5

3

1.5

3

1.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

0.3

2

0.6

2

0.6

2

0.6

2

0.6

2

0.6

0.2

3

0.6

1

0.2

2

0.4

2

0.4

1

0.2

2.7

2.3

1.5

1.5

1.3

The remaining pump types (vane, lobe, plunger, piston and diaphragm) were then placed in a table
(see Table 12) and given a grade (1-3) for the requirements; 1 being the lowest, 3 being the highest.
These grades were then multiplied by their corresponding criteria weight, and the sums for each
weighted pump type were tabulated. This resulted in the vane pump being identified as the most
suitable pump for the system.

Figure 20: Vane pump cross section

Vane pumps are composed of a single
rotating flexible impeller inside of a
housing. The pump housing is designed as
a cylinder, with holes on either side. Within
this housing a non-centered rotor is held,
where the impeller is attached. As the
flexible blades rotate within this housing
they are compressed about the holes due
the non-centered rotor. This causes the
pump to forcefully suck in or expel the
pumping medium depending on the
direction of their rotation, as can be seen
in Figure 20 (Doddannavar & Barnard,
2005).

Head Calculation
In order to ensure an appropriate pump selection it is important that an understanding of the
system’s head is attained, as this is basic terminology used in all pump discussion. Head refers to the
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net work performed on a liquid by a pump to cause a certain lift in meters, and is comparable to the
amount of pressure the pump must exert to overcome a given resistance. In order to determine the
required head for a system’s pump, a head called total dynamic head is used (TDH). The total
dynamic head is built up of four components; static head, pressure head, friction head and velocity
head. Together these elements of the total dynamic head determine the complete amount of work
the pump must do to move a liquid from point A to point B (Bachus & Custodio, 2003).
The static head states how much work must be done due to the change of height in the system. The
pressure head states how much work must be done due to a change in pressure throughout the
system. The friction head states how much work must be done to overcome the friction in the
system, and the velocity head states how much work must be done to account for the velocity lost in
the system. It is common that the static and the pressure heads account for the largest portion of
the TDH, whereas the friction and velocity heads are close to negligible. In this case there are only
three heads present in the TDH, as the pump exists in an open system with atmospheric pressure,
which results in the elimination of the pressure head (Bachus & Custodio, 2003).
Static Head (Hs)
Static head is the head determined by the height of the system.
To calculate the static head the distance from the highest point
of the suction side of the pump, and the lowest point on the
discharge side of the pump must be calculated (Figure 21)
(Bachus & Custodio, 2003). With a heat exchanger that is a
maximum of 2100 mm long, the largest shower drain insert on
the market approximately 90 mm tall, and a safety margin of 110
mm a static head of 2300 mm was achieved.
Pressure Head (Hp)
Pressure head is determined by the pressure changes throughout
the system (Bachus & Custodio, 2003). In this system there is no
pressure change. The incoming grey water is under atmospheric
pressure as it arrives from the shower drain which is open to the
rest of the bathroom. The outgoing grey water is also under
atmospheric pressure, as it is delivered to the sewage system
which is open as well. The result of the lack of pressure change is
a pressure head of 0 mm.
Figure 21: Static head for shower system
Velocity Head (Hv)
Velocity head is determined by the energy losses due to the system. The formula for calculating this
can be found below, where:

Hv= Velocity head
v= Liquid velocity
g= Acceleration due to gravity
𝐻𝑣 =

𝑣2
2𝑔
(Bachus & Custodio, 2003)
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The velocity of the water is unknown, however it can be rewritten as a function of the known system
parameters. By substituting the volume of water that passes a point in a given time span as the flow
rate Q, the velocity needed for calculating the pump head can be identified as follows:
𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑎 𝑐𝑦𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟 = 𝑉 = 𝐴 ∙ 𝑙
→

𝑉 (𝐴 ∙ 𝑙) (𝜋𝑟 2 𝑙)
𝑉
=
=
= 𝜋𝑟 2 𝑣 → 𝑣 =
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡𝜋𝑟 2

Let:
𝑉
𝑙
𝑚3
= 12
= 0.0002
𝑡
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑠
1
𝑟 = ´´ = 0.00635 𝑚
4
𝑚3
(0.0002 𝑠 )
𝑚
𝑣=
= 1.579
2
𝜋 ∙ (0.00635 𝑚)
𝑠
𝑚 2
)
𝑠
𝐻𝑣 =
𝑚 = 0.127 𝑚
2 ∙ (9.81 2 )
𝑠
(1.579

Friction Head (Hf)
Pressure head is the head from the friction in the pipe geometry from the suction side to the
delivery side of the pump. It can be approximated for the pipes in the system with the following
equation, where:
Hf= Friction head
Kf= Friction constant available in a table
L= Pipe length
𝐻𝑓 =

𝐾𝑓 ∙ 𝐿
100
(Bachus & Custodio, 2003)

Let:
1

𝐾𝑓 = 0.203’ in 4´´ pipe (Hydraulic Institute, 1954)
𝐿= 2.3 m= 7.54 ‘
𝐻𝑓 =

(0.203′ ) ∙ (7.54′)
= 0.015′ = 0.005 𝑚
100

Total Dynamic Head
By adding the sums of the Hs, Hp, Hv and Hf together the TDH is achieved. In this case the TDH value
for the system is 2433 mm, and the calculation can be seen below.
𝑇𝐷𝐻 = 𝐻𝑠 + 𝐻𝑝 + 𝐻𝑣 + 𝐻𝑓
𝑇𝐷𝐻 = (2300 𝑚𝑚) + (0 𝑚𝑚) + (127 𝑚𝑚) + (6 𝑚𝑚) = 2433𝑚𝑚
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Specialist Contact
The final step to identifying an appropriate pump for a task is to contact a pump specialist at a pump
distribution company. These professionals are used in all pump purchases as they have both a
knowledge of the pump market, and the ability to purchase a pump directly from a manufacturer
(Bachus & Custodio, 2003).
In a dialogue with several such pump specialists
describing the various system conditions and
pump requirements a pump was identified that
for all intents and purposes appeared to fit the
system. Although initial discussion led to the
identification of vane pumps, ultimately a
related pump called a wing pump was chosen,
which was not included in the preliminary
search. This pump type has a similar operational
technique to the vane pump, however the
impeller is replaced with a smaller noncompressible wing that does extend to the
perimeter of the pump housing, meaning that
the housing can be circular. See Figure 22.

Figure 22: Wing pump cross section

The head-flow rate curve for the pump can be seen below in Figure 24 with the assumed operational
point marked. Based on the known flow (approximately 9 l/min), this pump is able to provide a
maximum of 5.5 m of head in optimum operating conditions, well above the required 2.4 m. The
rotational speed and power available from the motor further determine the exact amount of head
available. The recommended rotational speed for this pump is approximately 1000 rpm, and the
approximate power requirements (30 W) can be seen in Figure 24. It should be noted that the
curvature of the graphs below are typical for many pumps. When the flow rate in figure 23 is zero,
no liquid is being transported out from the pump, and therefore, the constant pumping in of liquid
to the pump results in an increased pressure (head), inside the pump itself. For a deeper
understanding of this concept the exact mathematical relationship between head and flow rate can
be derived from Bernoulli’s equation using energy balance principles in fluid flow (Gaskell, 2012). In
figure 24 the flow rate affects the power needed, as an increased velocity in the pumping liquid
results in a greater internal momentum in the pump, which minimises the required outside help
from an energy source.

Figure 24: Head v Flow Rate for selected pump

Figure 24: Power v Flow Rate curve for selected pump
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Concept Testing
To understand the exact operating point of the selected pump in the system it must be tested with
various amounts of head and power available. However, to do so the pump in question must be
physically present. Due to extremely long delivery times this was not an option in the frame of this
project, however it is important that it is done in further development, so that an understanding of
the pump’s system effectivity is attained.
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Motor
Problem Definition
Problem Identification
The purpose of the motor is to transfer kinetic energy from the cold water in the cold water source
to the pump in the form of torque. This energy transfer acts as the driving force for the pump. To
create this driving force an appropriate motor has to be developed for the system. As the motor will
be constantly surrounded by water it is important that a non-electric motor is chosen. Given the
availability of pressurized water, a hydraulic motor is the natural choice. Knowing this, the ideal type
of hydraulic motor must be identified and optimized for the purposes of this project by individual
component analysis.

Identification of Solution Space
Small-Scale hydro schemes
Hydro power is one of the world’s oldest forms of energy production, dating back thousands of
years. By transferring kinetic energy from an available water flow to a generator, hydro power is
created. It is a clean, safe and renewable resource that has been used to power whole cities.
However, over the years hydro fell out of vogue in favour for fossil fuel and nuclear power options.
In the past two decades hydro power has begun to make a comeback on a smaller scale. With
certain tweaks the same principles that apply to waterfalls in hydro power plants can be applied to
any running water source to harness power. This has been a field of interest for many; from those
living off the grid to those in non-developed countries with no grid at all. It is even interesting in
other applications where the use of other energy forms may be potentially hazardous, like in a
bathroom (Paish, 2002).
The new shower system that will be implemented will be constantly surrounded by water. This
makes using a standard electrical device to drive the system complicated and dangerous. By making
use of the already present water flow, hydro power strategies can be implemented to generate
torque to drive the pump.
Although there is no international standard, small scale hydro power typically begins to be classified
as micro hydro power if less than 100 kW is generated, or even pico hydro power if less than 5 kW is
generated (Cobb & Sharp, 2013). Through the use of a turbo device, a micro hydro set up is able to
generate power from any given flow. Typically these systems operate under conditions with limited
heads and varying flow rates. To make the most out of these circumstances it is common to choose a
standard turbine (Pelton, Turgo, or Francis), a water wheel, or even a centrifugal pump as a turbo
machine (Williamson, Stark & Booker, 2014). While all of the above named devices are common in
this application, their individual characteristics vary and result in differing degrees of viability for this
particular shower system.

Turbine Type Identification
As hydraulic turbines have such an extensive history there are a great deal of variations in existence.
For the purpose of simplification in this project, only a number of selected designs will be analysed.
These turbine designs have been selected from those that have most commonly appeared in
research in small scale hydro power studies (Cobb & Sharp, 2013; Williamson, Stark & Booker, 2014),
and can be seen in the non-ordered list below.

Overshot Water Wheel
Breast Shot Water Wheel

Radial Flow
Archimedes

Pelton Multi-jet
Pelton Single-jet
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Undershot Water Wheel
Pump as Turbine (PAT)
Radial Flow with Draft Tube

Propeller with Draft Tube
Propeller
Cross Flow

Turgo Multi-jet
Turgo Single-jet

Technical Background in Motor Selection
Since the initial development of micro hydro power installations for off-grid power, advances have
been made through intensive research into streamlining the selection process of small scale
hydraulic turbines. By utilising a selection methodology developed by Williamson, Stark and Brooker
(2014) this otherwise lengthy process has been simplified for this project. This methodology works
by identifying quantitative and qualitative system requirements, such as power, size, civil works, and
serviceability.
First, the known system parameters are listed along with the ideal motor characteristics, which goes
to create a requirement specification. Then, important system characteristics are listed to develop a
criteria for turbine selection. This selection criteria is then ranked in order of importance to the
project and assigned an associated weight. Following this, each turbine is compared to the criteria
and given a 1-5 grade based on the degree to which they satisfy it. Each grade is multiplied by the
associated weight to achieve a score. The sum of each turbines score in each criteria category is
taken to give a total turbine score, thereby determining the most appropriate turbine choice based
on the system. This turbine is then doubled checked in relation to a turbine selection chart based
solely off of head and flow rate, as a performance safe guard (Williamson, Stark & Brooker, 2014).

System Analysis
In order to create criteria that are relevant to the turbine choice an analysis of the system is needed.
This analysis can be broken down into the required system characteristics to maintain functionality,
and the available system features that must be accounted for. Within the ‘requirement’ category are
power and rotational speed for pump functionality, and portability and maintenance for system
functionality. In the ‘available’ category are unalterable system features, such as turbine head, flow
rate and water pressure.
Power Requirements
When the pump for the system was identified the associated amount of power required to drive the
pump was approximated to 30 W. Therefore, it is important that the turbine generates a minimum
of 30 W of power. In the occurrence of excess power production other shower features could be
explored.
Turbine Rotational Speed Requirements
The rotational speed for the pump was also set when the pump was identified. The pump required
approximately 1000 rpm. While it is not vital that the turbine have exactly the same rotational speed
as the pump it is important that they remain similar in order to minimize system size and energy
waste in mechanical losses that can occur due to gear shifting. Ideally the pump and the motor
would be able to run at the same rotational speed so that a single axis transmission between these
components could be implemented, which would simplify construction and minimise energy losses.
Portability Requirements
Micro hydro power solutions are typically implemented in remote areas, where system portability is
a concern. However, the shower system is intended to be stationary and non-mobile after
installation. This means that the only time when system portability is a factor is in the transport from
the shop to installation site, and minor portability is required in the form of size adjustments.
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Maintenance Requirements
Another residual analysis trait from the choice of turbines in remote locations is the amount of
maintenance required. Despite this maintenance is an important feature to discuss even for the
turbine in the shower system. Another product feature for the shower system is user simplicity. As
such it is important that only a limited amount of system maintenance is required, and that the
maintenance that takes place is manageable for most property owners.
Available Flow Rate
Previously, the available flow rate was discussed in relation to the pump, where it was determined
that the lowest flow rate to be accommodated for should be 9 l/min due to low flow shower heads.
Despite a theoretical flow rate of 12 l/min as per the Swedish building code, 9 l/min will be used as
the flow rate should be constant within the system.
Water Pressure Available
The inlet pressure for the turbine injectors is used to determine the speed of the turbine. This
pressure is determined by the water pressure available to the shower from the communal water
source. In accordance to the water supply law (2006:412), in Sweden each municipality is allowed to
regulate that pressure on their own so that it meets the needs of the area. Of the ten most populous
regions in Sweden, only Malmö made information regarding the water pressure in the region
available. All others refused to comment or cited their municipal regulations stating that they are
unable to guarantee a certain pressure or flow rate. In Malmö the lowest common water pressure is
approximately 2.5 bars (VA SYD, 2016). This is distinctly lower than other smaller municipalities and
personal pumps with available pressure data (Table 13) where the average is approximately 5.4 bars.
Table 13: Available water pressure in smaller regions in Sweden, and personal pumps

REGION

MALMÖ
ALINGSÅS
TÄBY
UPPLANDS
VÄSBY
NYKÖPING
-

LOWEST
GUARANTEED
WATER
PRESSURE
2.5 bar

AVERAGE
GUARANTEED
WATER PRESSURE

HIGHEST
GUARANTEED
WATER PRESSURE

SOURCE

COMMENTS

-

-

7.2 bar
5.5 bar
5.5 bar

-

vasyd.se

Lowest

8 bar
-

alingsas.se
taby.se
upplandsvasby.se

4 bar
-

5.5 bar
-

7 bar
4.8 bar

-

-

4 bar

nykoping.se
Meec Tools
product sheet
731-109
Gardena.se

Personal pump

Personal pump
(model 3000/4
eco)

In order to ensure that this system can maintain its functionality despite the available water
pressure in its geographic location all decisions henceforth will be made from the minimum listed
available pressure of 2.5 bars from the pipeline.
Head Available
Just like for the pump, one of the major evaluation points in choosing an appropriate turbine for a
system is available head. As previously seen head is determined by fall elevation, relative pressure,
and speed. Given that there is no fall elevation, a low ensured available pressure of 2.5 bars, and
minimal speed due to the low flow rate, it can be assumed that there is a minimal amount of
available head to the turbine in this system.
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Requirement Specification
Using the above noted characteristics the following requirement specification was developed in the
same manner as the previous two requirement specifications. See Table 14.
Table 14: Requirement specification for motor

DEMAND (D)
/ WISH (W)
D
D
D
D
D
D
D
W
W

REQUIREMENT

UNIT

SOURCE

Motor is non-electric
Motor’s internal construction is made
of non-corrosive material
Motor can generate at least 30 W of
power
Motor can operate with low head
values (15.3)
Motor can operate with low flow rate
(12)
Motor can operate with low water
pressure (>2.5)
Motor can be adjusted to same
rotational frequency as pump (1000)
Motor can be removed and replaced
without new system purchase
Motor lifetime of 10

Y/N
Y/N

System
System

LIFECYCLE
AREA
Production
Production

W

Pump

Use

m

System

Use

l/min

System

Use

bar

Municipality

Use

rpm

Pump

Use

Y/N

Consat

Elimination

Years

Consat

Elimination

Concept Development
Turbine Type Evaluation
Category Identification
Williamson, Stark & Booker’s (2014) methodology includes four categories of criteria for determining
an appropriate micro hydro turbine. These categories are as follows: part head/flow efficiency, civil
works, maintainability & service, and modularity. On top of this, two other system specific categories
of full head/ flow efficiency, and power efficiency were added.
Category Weighting
To determine the importance of these criteria categories a comparative chart was created. This
evaluation technique was used to simplify the otherwise extensive and difficult task of evaluating
criteria importance. By comparing criteria one-by-one directly against one another, and assigning a
1, 0.5, or 0 depending on if a criteria is more important, equally important, or less important than
another. The sum of these values are then taken for each criterion and used to create a rank order of
importance. This is then translated into a criteria weight by dividing each criteria score by the
highest received criteria score (Cross, 2008). This process can be seen in Table 15, where it was
found that full head/ flow efficiency, and power efficiency were the most important criteria. In this
table, and all others in the turbine section the following letters will be associated with the following
criteria
A: Full head/ flow efficiency

D: Civil works

B: Part head/ flow efficiency

E: Maintainability & Serviceability

C: Power efficiency

F: Modularity
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Table 15: Ranking and weighting of criteria

FULL HEAD/
FLOW EFFICIENCY
PART HEAD/
FLOW EFFICIENCY
POWER EFFICIENCY
CIVIL WORKS
MAINTAINABILITY & SERVICE
MODULARITY

A

B

C

D

E

F

SUM

RANK

-

1

0.5

1

1

1

4.5

1

WEIGHTED
RANK
1.0

0

-

0

0

0

0

0

5

0.1

0.5
0
0
0

1
1
1
1

0
0
0

1
1
1

1
0
0

1
0
1
-

4.5
1
3
2

1
4
2
3

1.0
0.2
0.7
0.4

Note: Weighted rank for part head bumped up to use as determining factor if needed.
Sub-criteria Identification and Scoring
Each of the criteria categories, except full head/flow and power efficiency are broken into criteria
sub-categories. For part head/ flow efficiency these include efficiency at part head and efficiency at
part flow. For civil works these sub-categories are intake/ penstock regulation, turbine mounting,
tailrace requirements, and installation effort/ skill. The sub-categories for maintainability are how
many of a list of maintenance characteristics are met, and the sub-categories for modularity are
modular portability, and modular unit components. In order to determine the criteria score of a
given criteria category, the average of all the sub-criteria must be taken for each turbine. An
example of this sub-criteria scoring and summation can be seen below (Table 16) for the category
civil works. Other sub-categories may be found in the appendix.
Table 16: Sub-criteria turbine scoring table for civil works

D: Civil works sub-criteria
TURBINE

Intake/
penstock

Turbine
mounting

Tailrace

Installation
effort/ skill

AVERAGE

OVERSHOT
BREAST SHOT
UNDERSHOT
PAT
RADIAL W DT
RADIAL W/O DT
ARCHIMEDES
PROPELLER W DT
PROPELLER W/O DT
CROSSFLOW
PELTON MULTI-JET
PELTON SINGLE-JET
TURGO MULTI-JET
TURGO SINGLE-JET

5
5
5
1
3
3
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
1
3
1
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5

5
3
3
1
1
3
3
1
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
3
3
1
3
3
3
3
5
5
5
5

5
4.5
4.5
1.5
2.5
3
2
2.5
3.5
3.5
5
5
5
5

Turbine Type Decision
Concept Scoring
Using the same method of concept scoring that was used to aid the choice of pump, the turbine can
also be chosen. By placing the mean value of each criteria in a matrix and then determining the
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associated weighted score a criteria sum can be achieved. This sum then determines the most
suitable turbine for the system. In the table below (Table 17) it can be seen that the single-jet turgo
wheel is the best system fit using the given criteria and weightings.
Table 17: Concept scoring for turbine type choice

Criteria
TURBINE

OVERSHOT
BREAST
SHOT
UNDERSHOT
PAT
RADIAL W DT
RADIAL W/O
DT
ARCHIMEDES
PROPELLER
W DT
PROPELLER
W/O DT
CROSSFLOW
PELTON
MULTI-JET
PELTON
SINGLE-JET
TURGO
MULTI-JET
TURGO
SINGLE-JET

A
Full head/
flow
efficiency
1.0

B
Part head/
flow
efficiency
0.1

C
Power
efficiency

D
Civil Works

1.0

E
Maintainability
and Service

0.2

F
Modularity

0.7

SUM

0.4

Grade
4
4

Score
4
4

Grade
3.6
2.3

Score
0.4
0.2

Grade
1
1

Score
1
1

Grade
5
4.5

Score
1
0.9

Grade
5
5

Score
3.5
3.5

Grade
5
5

Score
2
2

11.9
11.6

4
5
5
5

4
5
5
5

2.6
3.3
3.6
3.6

0.3
0.3
0.4
0.4

1
5
5
5

1
5
5
5

4.5
1.5
2.5
3

0.9
0.3
0.5
0.6

5
3
3
3

3.5
2.1
2.1
2.1

5
3
3
3

2
1.2
1.2
1.2

11.7
13.9
14.2
14.3

3
5

3
5

2.3
2.3

0.2
0.2

1
5

1
5

2
2.5

0.4
0.5

3
3

2.1
2.1

4
3

1.6
1.2

8.3
14

5

5

2.3

0.2

1

1

3.5

0.7

3

2.1

3

1.2

10.2

4
5

4
5

4
4.3

0.4
0.4

4
3

4
3

3.5
5

0.7
1

5
5

3.5
3.5

5
5

2
2

14.6
14.9

5

5

4

0.4

2

2

5

1

5

3.5

5

2

13.9

5

5

4.3

0.4

3

3

5

1

5

3.5

5

2

14.9

5

5

4.3

0.4

4

4

5

1

5

3.5

5

2

15.9

Turbine analysis using application range
chart
In order to glean an insight into whether or
not a turbine is appropriate match for a
system, a common method is to compare
the system head and flow rates on an
application range chart (Figure 25). When
doing so for this system it can be seen that
with a flow rate 0.00015 𝑚3 /𝑠 and a limited
amount of head the turgo turbine or the
crossflow turbine are appropriate choices.
This was reflected in the previous results in
the concept scoring table as both received
high scores. However, the turgo turbine has
Figure 25: Turbine application range chart (Benzon, Aggidis &
Anagnostopoulos, 2016)
the ability to produce more power at a low
flow rate than the crossflow and is therefore a better system fit. The Kaplan turbine may also have
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been an appropriate choice, although it is not commonly used in micro hydropower installations,
due to its low efficiency (Dixon & Hall, 2014).
Background on selected turbine
The turgo turbine was developed in 1919 as an
improvement to the pelton turbine at higher specific
speeds. It is built up of a large number of blades or
‘buckets’ attached to a rotor (Figure 26). When a low
viscosity liquid from an injector is aimed peripherally
to the wheel, the blades experience a pushing force
and the turbine begins to rotate. Turgo turbines have
been a staple in the recent revamp of micro
turbomachinery for rural electrification due to their
capacity to efficaciously handle a variety of system and
site conditions (Benzon, Aggidis & Anagnostopoulos,
2016).

Figure 26: Turgo wheel turbine side view

Injector Development
The injectors are the delivery method for the driving force of this turbine, and are therefore critical
in its development. In order to optimize these injectors a series of arithmetic calculations took place,
which can be seen below. Firstly, a comparison of the turbulence characteristics of the flow in the
mainline and injectors took place to glean the nature of the flow in each. Secondly, an evaluation of
the effects of conical nozzle geometry was conducted, to determine an optimum nozzle ratio and
conical half angle to minimize nozzle energy losses. Thirdly, the available head for the turbine was
calculated to then later determine the available jet velocity into the turbine. This velocity was in turn
used to calculate the diameter of the injector. Following this an analysis of the appropriate jet angle,
target and necessary number of jets for the turbine was conducted to conclude injector
development.
Conical loss coefficient
In order to understand how a liquid will flow through a nozzle it is important to understand the
nozzles’ loss coefficient, as this determines how greatly the jet velocity will be diminished. This
coefficient is built on the nozzle geometry and determines how the fluid passing through it will react.
Based on Grey and Wilsted’s report for the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (1949), a
loss coefficient for the nozzle was determined. The report found that an optimum nozzle could be
achieved at a conical half angle (𝜃) of 5° and a diameter ratio (D1/D2) of 0.75 (Figure 27). Using
these values a nozzle loss coefficient of 0.97 was found. By using the same relationship for the
turbine injectors a similar nozzle loss can be expected.

Figure 27: Conical half angle and diameter ratio
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Head calculation
To calculate the jet diameter (D1) the jet velocity must be known, which in turn requires a known
turbine head value. The turbine head value can be calculated as follows:
𝑃
𝑣2
1) 𝐻𝑛 = 𝑧 + ( ) + ( )
𝜌𝑔
2𝑔
(Cobb & Sharp, 2013)
Where:
𝑧 = 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑙 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 [𝑚]
𝑃 = 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑠𝑢𝑟𝑒 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑔𝑒 [𝑃𝑎]
𝑘𝑔
]
𝑚3
𝑚
𝑔 = 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑣𝑖𝑡𝑦 [ 2 ]
𝑠
𝑚
𝑣 = 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 [ ]
𝑠
𝜌 = 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 [

Let:
𝑧 = 0 [𝑚]
𝑃 = 2.5 − 1.0 [𝑏𝑎𝑟] = 150 000 [𝑃𝑎]
𝜌 = 998.2 [

𝑘𝑔
] 𝑎𝑡 20°𝐶
𝑚3

𝑣 =?
The velocity of the water is unknown, however it can be rewritten as a function of the known system
parameters. By substituting the volume of water that passes a point in a given time span as the flow
rate Q, the velocity needed for calculating the turbine head can be identified as follows:
Volume of cylinder:
2) 𝑉 = 𝐴 ⋅ 𝑙 = 𝜋𝑟 2 𝑙
Where:
𝑉 = 𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑢𝑚𝑒 [𝑚3 ]
𝑟 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 [𝑚]
𝑙 = 𝑙𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ [𝑚]
𝑚3
𝑄 = 𝑓𝑙𝑜𝑤 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 [ ]
𝑠
Let:
𝑄 = 12 [

𝑙
𝑚3
] = 0.00015 [ ]
𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑠
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𝑟 = 1´´/2 = 0.0127 [𝑚]

𝑉 𝐴 ⋅ 𝑙 𝜋𝑟 2 𝑙
𝑉
𝑄
0.00015
𝑚
=
=
= 𝜋𝑟 2 𝑣 ⇒ 𝑣 =
= 2=
= 0.269 [ ]
2
2
(0.0127) 𝜋
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡
𝑡𝜋𝑟
𝜋𝑟
𝑠

150000
0.2692
2) 𝑖𝑛 1) ⇒ 3) 𝐻𝑛 = (
)+(
) = 15.3 [𝑚]
(998.2) ⋅ (9.81)
2 ⋅ (9.81)

Jet velocity
With the turbine head identified the jet velocity can be found through the following equation:
4) 𝑣1 = 𝐶𝑑 √2𝑔𝐻𝑛
(Williamson, Stark & Booker, 2013)
Where:
𝑚
𝑣1 = 𝑗𝑒𝑡 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 [ ]
𝑠
𝐶𝑑 = 𝑛𝑜𝑧𝑧𝑙𝑒 𝑙𝑜𝑠𝑠 𝑐𝑜𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡
Let:
𝐶𝑑 = 0.97
𝑚
3) 𝑖𝑛 4) ⇒ 5) 𝑣1 = (0.97) ⋅ √2 ⋅ 9.81 ⋅ 15.3 = 16.8 [ ]
𝑠
Jet Diameter
Knowing the head, and maximal jet velocity the optimum jet diameter can be calculated as follows.
This is the same as the internal diameter of jet, assuming a negligible difference between the nozzle
diameter, the vena contracta (smallest point in jet stream), and the turbine blade.
𝑣1 (𝜋𝐷𝑗2 )
4𝑄
6) 𝑄 =
⇒ 𝐷𝑗 = √
4
𝑣1 ⋅ 𝜋
(Williamson, Stark & Booker, 2013)
Where:
𝐷𝑗 = 𝑗𝑒𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟
Let:
(4)(0.00015)
5) 𝑖𝑛 6) ⇒ 𝐷𝑗 = √
= 0.0034 [𝑚] = 3.4 [𝑚𝑚]
16.8𝜋
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Injector Angle and Target
The angle of the injector is a key factor in efficient
turbine development and construction. Turgo wheels are
known for their incredibly high efficiency ratings, often
85-90%. However, this is only in correct alignment. To
maintain these efficiencies it is imperative that the
incoming jet angle is 20° from horizontal at the point of
impact with a jet diameter of 30 mm (Figure 28)
(Williamson, Stark and Booker, 2013). Studies have
shown that even the slightest deviation from this impact
angle can cause efficiency drops of 5-10% (Cobb & Sharp,
2012).

y

Figure 28: Nozzle angle in relation to blade
position, angle α, is optimally 20 °

Where the injector is aimed along the width (y-axis in Figure 28) of the turbine blade is also known
to affect turbine performance. In experimental studies it has been found to be optimised at 1/6𝑡ℎ of
the blade’s width, with height deviations resulting in moderate efficiency drops (Williamson, Stark &
Booker, 2013; Gaiser et al., 2016).
Number of injectors
A common method for increasing power
to a hydraulic turbine is to increase the
number of injectors. Earlier in this
development process a single jet turgo
wheel was chosen above other options
partially due to its high power density,
however to ensure that this is the correct
choice further testing is needed.
Pelton and turgo wheels are
fundamentally similar in their operating
principles, and often discussed
interchangeably. This means that the same
Figure 29: 100 mm PCD pelton jet number application range
guidelines that apply to determining an
appropriate number of injectors to a pelton wheel can also be applied to a turgo. To determine
injector numbers in pelton wheels tables are used that state the appropriate amount in relation to
head and flow rate for given wheel pitch circle diameters. An example of this kind of table can be
seen in Figure 29, using a 100 mm PCD (Thake, 2000). This is similar to the PCD that is required for
the system casing. While the turbine head for the system is slightly higher than the analysed turbine
a similar number of injectors can be assumed due to the low flow rate. Therefore, at a flow rate of
0.2 [l/s] only one injector is recommended for the system turbine.

Turbine Development
The wheel of the turbine is the cause of the rotation to the motor. For the turbine to work optimally
with the rest of the system several design points must be determined. The diameter of the turbine,
the number of blades, the shape of those blades, and their material all play a part in the turbine’s
functionality. By analysing these characteristics an ideal turbine can be developed.
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Diameter (PCD)
The diameter of the turbine is the first point to look at in turbine design. Using the same
understanding as earlier that pelton and turgo wheel theory can be applied interchangeably, the
pitch circle diameter was calculated in the following manner:
7) 𝑁 =

60𝑥 ⋅ 𝐶𝑑 √2𝑔√𝐻𝑛
60𝑥 ⋅ 𝐶𝑑 √2𝑔√𝐻𝑛
⇒𝐷=
𝜋𝐷
𝜋𝑁
(Thake, 2000)

Where:
𝑁 = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑛𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 [𝑅𝑃𝑀]
𝑥 = 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 𝑜𝑓 𝑟𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑟 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑡 𝑃𝐶𝐷 𝑡𝑜 𝑗𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
𝐷 = 𝑝𝑖𝑡𝑐ℎ 𝑐𝑖𝑟𝑐𝑙𝑒 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑟 [𝑚]
Let:
8) 𝑥 = 0.5 𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑜𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 (𝐶𝑜𝑏𝑏 & 𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝, 2012)
9) 𝑁 = 2000 (𝑡𝑤𝑖𝑐𝑒 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑟𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑢𝑚𝑝 𝑅𝑃𝑀)

9) 𝑖𝑛 8) ⇒ 𝐷 =

60(0.5)(0.97)√2(9.81)√(15.3)
= 0.080 [𝑚] = 80 [𝑚𝑚]
𝜋(2000)

There is a direct relationship between the runner speed and the pitch circle diameter (PCD) of the
turbine. Using the same rotational speed required by the pump and maintaining an optimum speed
ratio for the turbine results in an unreasonably large PCD. By shifting down the gear ratio in the
connection to 1:2 from the turbine to the pump instead of 1:1 so that the RPM doubles results in a
halving of the required pitch circle diameter.
Number of blades
Knowing the ideal wheel diameter the number of turbine blades can be accounted for. There is
currently no formula for determining the optimum number of blades specifically for a turgo wheel,
so the common practice is to apply Tygun’s empirical formula for determining blade number in
pelton wheels to the turgo. Through this method a satisfactory number of blades can be achieved
(Gaiser et al., 2016).
𝑍=

𝐷
+ 15
2𝐷𝑗
(Kadambi & Presad, 2015)

Where:
𝑍 = 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑙𝑎𝑑𝑒𝑠
Let:
𝑍=

80
+ 15 = 26.7 = 27
2(3.4)
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Blade Shape
There is a great deal of variation in the blade shape of turgo wheels found both commercially and in
scientific research, which can be partially accounted for by the lack of available literature on the
subject of specific blade shape optimisation for turgo wheels. Despite this, turgo wheels tend to
boast similar efficiencies, regardless of if they are assembled by placing tablespoons on a wheel
(Gaiser et al, 2015), or are experimentally optimised (Williamson, Stark & Booker, 2012). However,
both claim blade shape to be a key design factor. Therefore, in the development of this turgo wheel
blade geometry the geometry of a wheel with a similar turbine head and PCD developed by Cobb
(2012) was used, see Table 18, Figure 30.

Table 18: Blade shape dimensions based off Cobb (2012)

Design Parameter

Value

Width [mm]
Height [mm]
Thickness [mm]
Volume [mL]
Curvature radius [mm]
Inlet angle [degrees]
Discharge angle [degrees]

29
38
2
8
16
45
Unavailable; 20
(Gaiser et al, 2015)

Figure 30: CAD model of single turgo
blade

Blade Material and manufacturing
As pelton and turgo wheels are so similar, the same materials that are typically used for pelton
wheel production can also be used for turgo wheels. Aluminum, brass, bronze, grey cast iron, steel
and plastic are all common materials in pelton turbine manufacturing (Thake, 2000). Fortunately,
these are also the same materials that are recommended by SBN for plumbing use (Boverket, 1980).
In order to maximize turbine durability, and ease assembly, these types of turbines are often
manufactured as a single piece, through casting. Individual blade production tends to result in the
potentially hazardous event of blade break-off during use (Thake, 2000). Due to this production
method, plastics are most likely the least environmentally damaging turbine materials, as they
typically require less heat to facilitate melting than metals. This means a reduced energy use in
production which in turn benefits both the environment and a producer’s bottom line (Ljungberg,
2005).
There is a risk that plastics may be too soft of a material for the turbine, due to the erosion risk over
time under frequent use. However, the system’s low flow rate and turbine head coupled with the
low chance of dry out or sun damage due to turbine location, could diminish this risk. For a more
complete understanding of the viability of plastic as a turbine material further testing is required,
with a variety of compositions.
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Concept Testing
3-D Modelling
To test the turgo wheel design, a three
dimensional turbine was created through 3D printing. Using a printer set to a 0.2 mm
layer accuracy, a full-scale 130 mm turbine
was produced. The blades were printed
individually and sanded down to minimize
surface unevenness caused by the printing
layers. They were then attached with
superglue to a separately printed rotational
hub that stabilized them via peripheral
scores. (Figure 31)
A nozzle was also produced that could be
attached to a standard faucet.
Figure 31: 3-D Printed turgo model

RPM Study
In order to get a basic understanding of the turbine’s functionality, the rotational speed was
measured. By placing the turbine on an axel (Figure 32) and attaching the nozzle (Figure 34) to a
faucet, a makeshift set up of the shower system was created. A reflective tape was placed along the
rotational hub of the turbine, and after turning on the faucet the rotational speed was measured
using a tachometer (Figure 33).
The resulting rotational speed was 554.2 rpm, which is far below the expected results of 2000 rpm.
However, this experiment was notably flawed. The unknown water pressure, imperfections in the
model and a non-optimal jet angle of 90° were factors enough to substantiate these non-optimal
results.

Figure 33: Tachometer
used

Figure 32: Turgo wheel on axel and nozzle

Figure 34: Internal view of nozzle
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Power Analysis
The method for calculating general turbine power outputs prior to installation is to apply the
following formula
𝑷 = 𝜂𝜌𝑔𝑄𝐻𝑛
(Williamson, Stark & Booker, 2014)
Where:
𝑷 = 𝑝𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟 [W]
𝜂 = 𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 [%]
Let:
𝜂 = 90%
𝑷 = (0.9)( 998.2)(9.81)(0.00015)(15.3) = 20.2[𝑊]
With the following calculation there is slightly less power available from the turbine than is required
by the pump. This may or may not be an issue, depending on how the pump and the turbine work
together in terms of power and rotational speed, as the pump is said to have the ability to deliver
much more head than required with low flow rates. It should be noted that this is calculated with a
lower than average available water pressure, and at an average water pressure this would not be an
issue.
Another method that can be used to calculate the turbine power output is to use the following
formula that is specific to impulse turbines, like the turgo wheel.
𝑷 = 𝑇𝜔 = 𝑄𝜌∆𝑣𝑤 𝑟𝜔
(Williamson, Stark & Booker, 2014)
Where:
𝑇 = 𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑞𝑢𝑒 [𝑁𝑚]
𝑚
𝑣𝑤 = 𝑤ℎ𝑖𝑟𝑙 𝑣𝑒𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑖𝑡𝑦 [ 2 ]
𝑠
𝑟 = 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 [𝑚]
𝜔 = 𝑟𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑 [𝑟𝑝𝑚]
However, calculation of the whirl velocity involves an intensive investigation into the speed triangles
of the turbine blade and is therefore impossible in the frame of this project. Therefore in
continuation physical measurements are recommended.

Discussion of Stresses
While in use the turgo turbine is subject to stress from the jet. This stress is highest about the stem
of the turgo blades, in the changeover from the bucket to the attachment beam from the jet’s
bending moment (Khurana, Goel & Kumar, 2013). This is a common problem in turgo design and a
leading cause to the recommendation of single piece turbine casting. Another recommendation
being the over-dimensioning and smooth form transition of this blade area.
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Although unlikely, another cause for turbine stress could be sudden load removal, should the
connection between the pump and the motor be broken. This would result in a runaway centrifugal
load, and should be examined in further development when a greater degree of form and material
certainty is established (Thake, 2000).
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System Review
Design Suggestion
Given the results of the exploration of the water transportation pipe, the pump and the motor, a
suggestion can be made for how the system could appear using graphical models, physical models
and computer rendered imagery. Technical drawings for the design of the nozzle can be found in the
appendix (page 71).

P&ID
P&ID diagrams, otherwise known as piping and instrumentation diagrams are the foundation to
explaining all hydraulic projects. A labelled P&ID diagram explaining the suggested shower system
can be found below in Figure 35.

Figure 35: P&ID diagram of suggested system
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Rendered Images
To imagine the proposed design in a life like environment, images were rendered from three
dimensional CAD files. The results can be seen below (Figure 36).

Figure 36: Rendered image of proposed system in potential environment
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Discussion/ Suggestions for Further Work
Although a great deal of investigation has gone into the viability of this shower system and its
components there are still aspects that could have been evaluated differently and more work that
could be done. The coming section is an excerpt of those elements.

Water Transport Pipe
Water Transport Methodology
The development of the water transport pipe followed a standard development process for a nontechnologically based product, however this process was limited in its exploration of alternative
design solutions, and the variety of development techniques utilized. This was due to the fact that
the water transport pipe was not intended to be the main focus of this project, and its development
is highly subjective to personal opinion. However, the work done thus far can easily be used as basis
for further development with a more detailed and exhaustive design methodology.

Life Cycle Assessment
A common technique for determining the environmental effect of a product is a life cycle
assessment, where all the activities related to the product are evaluated from its conception to its
elimination. While this technique is highly relevant for the development of sustainable technologies
it is difficult to implement with any accuracy without exact knowledge of the production techniques
required, the choices for production and manufacturing location, and the transport of the product.
This is why it was not implemented during this early development stage. However, it is a technique
that should absolutely be used further on in development not only for the water transport pipe, but
for the system as a whole (Walker et al, 2013; Ljungberg, 2005).

Water Transport Placement
Although reviewing the design of the system as a whole was not a goal for this project, it may be
worth reviewing in other work. One of the recurring comments that arose throughout this project
was that the water transport pipe was in the way regardless of its placement, and that it was hard to
envision the system in a home environment. While steps have been taken to reduce this concern for
the visible features (such as the mood board in development and input from user interviews), there
is still a risk that the market is not entirely ready for this product. To safeguard against this risk more
detailed marketplace research could be done, and a great deal of customer insight taken into
account in the casing design, as this is the most prominent system feature.

Study of materials
Something that has been overlooked in this project has been an in depth study of materials for the
water transport pipe. While suggestions were made, to ensure product sustainability this is an
important area of development.

Pump
Pump Choice
Much of the pump development in this project is limited to the gathering of knowledge related to
pumps and pump choice techniques. While this was highly relevant for pump understanding and the
facilitation of pump discussion amongst professionals in the field it was not explicitly required to
ascertain an appropriate pump for the system. Pump professionals exist for a reason, and are more
qualified than others in determining appropriate pumping devices. Unless a pump is to be developed
in-house, a pump salesperson is needed in product development. Knowing this at the beginning of
the search for an appropriate pump for the system would have simplified the process greatly.
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Pump Development
Despite this, the sheer number of pump distribution companies that were contacted that did not
have an appropriate pump was a shock. The working conditions for the system are unfortunately
incredibly uncommon. This means that the selected pump was designed with another intent in mind,
as reflected by the unnecessarily high head values at low flow rates. A potential alternative to
selecting an already existing pump is to design one in-house that is optimized to give low head at low
flow rates.

Motor
Selection
The turbine choice was based on an article written by leaders in the pico-hydro power field. While
the examined system is not, most pico-hydro schemes are used to power rural off-grid systems. This
was apparent in the listed analysis criteria, and was a key factor to the implementation of additional
criteria. Another method for pico-turbine identification is to use turbine specific speed. Which can
be calculated in the following manner:
1

Ω𝑠𝑝 =

𝜔𝑷2
1

5

𝜌2 (𝑔𝐻𝑛 )4
(Gaiser et al, 2016)
Where:
Ω𝑠𝑝 = 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑐 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑒𝑑
Let:
1

(1000) (302 )
Ω𝑠𝑝 =

1
(998.2)2 (9.81 ⋅

5
15.3)4

= 0,03

This specific speed falls slightly below what is typically recommended for pelton wheels (0.09), which
may potentially indicate that the fit is not ideal, however no better fit using this method was found
(Gaiser et al., 2016).
Another method that was not used in this project, but could be easily implemented is a criteria
weighting scheme for the sub-criteria within the used methodology. This could potentially eradicate
the risk of inappropriate turbine selection based off irrelevant sub-criteria.

Blade Shape
In the choice of blade shape for the turbine, a known form was taken, as little research has been
done in this field. This blade shape, although tested and functional, may not be optimal. This is an
issue for the pico-hydro field as whole, and an area for further research both through computational
fluid dynamics and physical testing.

Nozzle Dimensions
Earlier a nozzle diameter was identified based on nozzle loss coefficients and an arithmetically
derived optimal jet diameter. This method is purely theoretical, and therefore potentially flawed.
Experimental studies have shown that that turgo turbines perform optimally with internal nozzle
diameters of 20 mm, and 7.5 external to internal diameter ratio (Williamson, Stark & Booker, 2013).
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This leads to the conclusion that physical experiments must be conducted in order to ascertain
which relationship is ideal.

Blade Number
Not all of the turgo wheels identified in research followed Tygun’s formula to determine an
appropriate number of turbine blades. In fact, the range of blade numbers on turgo wheels was
extensive. This signifies the possibility that fewer blades could be used, while potentially maintaining
turbine efficiency. To ensure an optimum number of blades either physical or computational testing
could be used.

Pump as Turbine
An interesting concept that was brought up during turbine selection was the notion of using a
centrifugal pump as a turbine, by running it backwards. This technique is currently being used in
England and Indonesia amongst other places as a form of cost-effective energy production.
Centrifugal pumps are mass produced in a way that turgo turbines are not, which makes them a
cheaper and more easily replaceable alternative to other turbine options. However, their
characteristics when used as pumps are unreliable prior to testing. This makes it difficult to select a
pump theoretically, meaning that the use of a pump as a turbine can be difficult. Should the time be
spent, and an appropriate centrifugal pump be found, this could be an option to reduce system costs
(Laghari et al., 2013; Williams, 1996).

Motor Placement and System Design
A frequent question that has arisen in this project is the consequence of showering at high
temperatures, as the turbine is intended to be driven by the cold water source. This original choice
was based on the fact that cold water is always present when showering, whereas warm water is not
in the same amounts. While it is possible to shower with water as cold as the cold water source, it is
never possible to shower with water as hot as the hot water source, due to health and safety risks.
However, an increased shower temperature means that less cold water is used, which results in a
power decrease. The turbine’s power and rotational speed are based on the flow rate in the system,
which is dependent on how much cold water is allowed out of the system. If it is found that the
decreased power results in an inability to transport the cold water through the heat exchanger, a
secondary turbine could be attached to the hot water pipeline, or alternatives such as using smaller
pumps with lower power requirements in a series could be researched.

Turbine Testing
There were a large number of sources of error present in the turbine RPM study, as a result of
experimental set up difficulties. Both the method of turbine production, and the available testing
area lead to unforeseen testing struggles, which notably affected the outcome of the study.
The first sources of testing error were in the production of the turbine itself. It was 3-D printed with
a layer fineness of 0.1 mm in the blades, and a 0.2 mm in the hub. The blades were then sanded
down by hand in an attempt to minimise apparent surface roughness. This naturally led to surface
friction in the blades and rotational hub, as well as variations in blade shape, causing a lowered
efficiency. The turbine was also printed in separate segments and then glued together, which
resulted in structural weakness, balancing difficulties, and the ultimate decision to not include
bearings for fear of turbine fracture under assembly. The result of these assembly errors were an
even greater diminished efficiency.
The second sources of testing error resulted from the available testing area. Due to the nature of
this study, an area that was not water sensitive had to be identified inside of the university where
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the testing equipment was available. The study was confined to a sink in a room provided by the
university where all the tap outlets were pointed directly towards the ground, thereby resulting in
the non-optimum jet angle of 90 degrees, which further lowered the turbine efficiency.
Although the RPM study performed in this report was undeniably flawed in its design, it did serve its
intended purpose of proving that on some level that the pico-hydro turbine design suggested was
functional.

Project as a Whole
The goal of this project was to investigate the components required to implement a vertical heat
exchanger in a shower system, and provide design suggestions for each of the identified
components. This work has accomplished this by systematically examining the problems associated
with each system component individually, and discussing possible solutions for the identified
problems. For the water transportation problem this meant using classic design strategies to
generate an entirely new product, whereas for the pump problem this meant using engineering
judgement as a tool for identifying a pre-existing product. In the motor problem a mathematically
based engineering approach was used. Although very different in nature, these three approaches
were chosen to reflect the development needs of their associated components.
The final result of this project was never intended to be sent directly into production, but simply
identify relevant development areas, and examine the componential viability of the project. As such
it has succeeded, which is exciting as it provides a platform of knowledge for further work to come.
With that in mind, it cannot be overlooked that further work is required for the realisation of this
system. While elementary concept testing was done this is not enough to justify the implementation
of the suggested components in their current state.
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Appendix
References for water transportation pipe moodboard
A

http://www.creative-cables.se/20648-atmn_large/cable-cup-svart-takkopp-i-silikonenkel-och-stilren-montering-och-design-for-alla-typer-av-tak.jpg

B

http://newtopwallpapers.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/06/
Very-Attractive-Beautiful-Waterfall.jpg

C

http://nichemodern-cdn.s3.amazonaws.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/
2010/10/Pack_9_Modern_Chandelier_Pharos_Effervescent.jpg

D

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/236x/d2/62/7a/
d2627a43fea4bd11e99d4c85db1d8358.jpg

E

https://www.netonnet.se/GetFile/ProductImagePrimary/hemhushall/
kaffeespresso/kaffebryggare/wilfa-wsp-1b(184365)_1_Normal_Large.jpg

F

http://resource2.ultdb.net/res/org0011/g9b884daf2c0d46a.jpg

G

http://www.home-mallorca.eu/shopimages/
650%20modal%20towels%20sky-white.jpg

H

http://www.vintagestarwarscollectables.co.uk/images/Lego/Lego/
lego%20figures%20and%20open%20boxed/Lego%20Figures%20/legoboardgrey.jpg

I

http://www.zestbathroomsandkitchens.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/bathroom4.jpg

J

http://www.countrystyle.se/1601-thickbox_default/cozy-living-korgar-bla-gra.jpg
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Speed Storming Images

Figure 1: Profile shape cross section speedstorming
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Figure 2: Floor attachment speedstorming
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Figure 3 Case shape speedstorming
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Figure 4 Hose attatchment speedstroming

59

Figure 5 Internal supports speedstorming
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Pick Charts

Figure 6 Profile shape PICK chart
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Figure 7 Floor attachment PICK chart
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Figure 8 Casing shape PICK chart

63

Figure 9 Hose attatchment PICK chart
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Figure 10 Internal supports PICK chart
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Morphological Chart
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Figure 11 Morphological chart
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VALUE Analysis
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Figure 12 VALUE analysis chart
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Figure 13 Scoring regime for turbine choice (Williamson, Stark and Booker, 2014)
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Turbine Choice Matrix

Figure 14 Turbine choice matrix
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Nozzle Drawing

Figure 15 Technical drawing of nozzle
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